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2

Medical Miracles: Transplant Show
VERSION A
3-22-05
VIDEO

SEGMENT 1
1
Graphic: CCF Disclaimer

AUDIO

SEGMENT 1
(ANNOUNCER’S VOICE)
The following program is sponsored by
the Cleveland Clinic.

:10

2

OPENING MONTAGE
GRAPHICS

MUSIC UP

:06

3

Donor symbol (lights on)

(MONICA’S VOICE)
It is a simple but life changing
decision…

:04

4

Tom Wirsham in ICU

(MONCIA’S VOICE)
Making the most of a bad situation…

:04

5

Sharon Wirsham’s voice

SHARON: “Everything is going to be
alright….I love you…”

:07

6

Quilt with memorial pix

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Losing a loved one is never easy. But
what they leave behind may bring new
life to many.

:07

Montage of patients in show,
plus quilt of recipients.
7

Sharon Wirsham on camera

SHARON: “Thank you for letting my
husband live…(cries).”

:04
T-31
094858

8

Surgeons at work in OR

(MONICA’S VOICE)
The skills of surgeons are bringing
organ transplantation toward perfection.

:05

9

Dr. Mason on camera

DR. MASON: “It’s an amazing thing
to take something that was sitting
there dead a few minutes and to see it
actually work as an organ. It’s an
incredible feeling.”

:11

With OR and organ shots

3
10

More

(MONICA’S VOICE)
From the hands of surgeons lives are
shared…

:04

11

Dr. Miller on camera

DR. MILLER: “By becoming an
organ donor you can save 8 or nine
lives. You can donate a heart, two
lungs, two pieces of liver, that’s five
already. A pancreas, two kidneys,
intestine, and other tissue. You can
save many, many lives. It’s an
unbelievably great thing to do.”

:22

MUSIC SWELLS (TITLE)

:05 1:24 ....

Cuts to various quilt shots.
Donor symbol-lights off
15
16

Monica on camera, organ
transplant floor.
Super:
Monica Robins
WKYC Health Anchor
Cut to:

Cut to:

(MONICA ON CAMERA)
:08
Hello, I’m Monica Robins, welcome to
another addition of Medical Miracles.
Today we will witness the miracle of
organ transplantation.
(camera change)
On this floor are many patients, hoping, :11
and waiting for a second chance.
Unfortunately, throughout the United
States 17 people die each day due to a
lack of available organs.
(camera change)
The patients on this floor understand
:13
the odds are against them. But
somehow, the staff at the Cleveland
Clinic beat those odds everyday. Today,
we will tell you the stories of three local
families who won the lottery of life.
1:56

17

Classroom at Parma High School

(NATURAL SOUND)

:05

18

Christine in class

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Christine Tabar just didn’t look sick.
And because of her appearance, very
few of her classmates at Parma high
school knew she was seriously ill.

:10

19

Christine on camera:
Super:

CHRISTINE: “They said the liver
was sick but I never felt sick.”

T3-033541
:05

Christine Tabar
15 year old patient

4

20

Old home video

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Christine was born with biliary atresia
causing her bile ducts to function
improperly.

:05

21

More home video

When she was 8 weeks old she had
surgery to reconstruct her liver and
create a new bile duct. It was a
temporary solution.

:08

22

More home video, mixed with
stills.

Throughout her life, maintaining her
liver was a struggle. At 5 months she
had attacks of cholangitis, caused by her
scarred bile ducts. When she was in
sixth grade she began to have
esophageal varices, caused by the
diminished blood flow of her liver.

:14

23

More home video, mixed with
stills.

It was inevitable. Christine would need
a liver transplant.

:05

24

Dr. Fung on camera:
Super:

DR. FUNG: “Most kids with bilary
atresia end up needing transplant or
succumbing to the liver disease before
they get out of their childhood.”

T6
061504
:12

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Despite the liver problems, Christine’s
childhood was a happy and adventurous
time. She excelled at sports and never
feared trying new things.

:08

John J. Fung, M.D., Ph.D
Director, Cleveland Clinic Transplant Center

25

Stills of sports
Trophies

26

Kathleen Tabar on Camera
Super:
Kathleen Tabar
Christine’s Mother

MOM: “We were fortunate, she went
to school, went to pre-school, had her
tonsils out at three, everything a
regular kid would do.”

T-3
030432
:08

27

Christine sleeping, sequence of mother
coming into room.

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Unfortunately, Christine’s liver was
failing.
Her energy dropped and she felt very
tired.
Her oxygen levels were low. So low,
that she was placed on the transplant
list.

:10

5

28

Kathleen on camera

MOM: “She did a lot of sleeping and
this is a kid who is very active so she
ended up…coming out of school
because she had to be on oxygen 24
hours a day.”

29

Christine writing in journal.

:11
(MONICA’S VOICE)
Despite tutoring at home, the wait on the
transplant list was tough on this
teenager. She wrote in her journal every
day about her feelings. Her life
depended on someone dying. It gave
her mixed emotions.

30

Dr. Miller on camera
Super

DR. MILLER: “These people are
desperate. They know that they have
end stage liver disease and that the
result of end stage liver disease
without a transplant is only one thing,
unfortunately, and that’s death.”

T-15
091034
:12

Charles Miller, M.D.
Director, Liver Transplantation

T-3
30932
:08

31

Christine and friends at table
doing art work.

(MONICA’S VOICE)
With her liver failing,
Christine’s close friends gathered
around her for support.

:06

32

Christine on camera

CHRISTINE: “Well, I was scared.
Very scared but I had friends and
people to turn to so.”

T-3
033347
:07

33

Tori on camera:
Super:

TORI: “Yeah, I really thought she
was dying. I knew she had to get
treated.”

T-3
035404
:05

HEATHER: “She asked me if she
was going to make it through the rest
of this. And I told her that I thought
she would because I knew she was
stronger than anyone else in the
world.”

T-4
040548
:09

TORI: “…I just love her so
much…(cries)”

T-3
035810
:05

Tori Carpenter
Friend

34

Heather on camera
Super:
Heather White
Friend

35

Tori on camera:

6

36

Lifebanc phone bank

(Natural sound)
phone rings…”Lifebanc”

:03

36

Sequence of answering phone

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Lifebanc, northeast Ohio’s organ
procurement organization, receives a
call from a Michigan hospital. They
have a possible liver donor.

:08

37

Dr. Miller in OR

Dr. Charles Miller travels with the
procurement team to assess the donor
liver.

:07

38

Dr. Miller in OR

The decision is made to perform a
:13
cutting-edge procedure called the “Splitliver transplant”. Dr. Miller will split
the donor liver into two useable organs
to benefit both Christine and a child at
the Michigan hospital. Thus, saving two
lives.

39

ANIMATION

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Most split-liver transplants cut the liver
into a three quarter section and a
separate quarter piece. Dr. Miller has
perfected an improved way to make two
livers out of one. He will carefully
bisect the liver into two equal halves.

;13

40

Dr. Miller on camera

DR. MILLER: You see up until
recently, many people would take that
left lobe and the right lobe would
have been allocated to the trashcan.
Now we can use two sides, doubling
the benefit for the thousands of
patients that need livers.”

T-15
085657
:20

41

Dr. Fung with Christine in
office.

:09
(MONICA’S VOICE)
While Dr. Miller was splitting the liver,
Dr. John Fung, the director of the
transplant center at the Cleveland Clinic,
met Christine and prepared her for the
surgery.

7

42

Dr. Fung on camera

DR. FUNG: “Once we got word that
the split was complete, and it looked
good and then we brought Christine
down to the operating room.”

T-6
61258
:05

43

OR shots

DR. MILLER: “Dr. Fung (cut to)
started working and getting her ready
and preparing to take her liver out.
So when I got back they were already
working.”

T-15
085334
:10

44

Dr. Fung on camera

DR. FUNG: “The operation actually
went very smoothly. Dr. Miller came
back. We put the liver in and the
inoperative portion went quite good,
went very smooth. Her post operative
course also was very smooth.”

T-6
061314
:11

45

Bowling ball

(natural sound)

:03

46

Christine is bowling

(MONICA’S VOICE
After a short stay at the Clinic, Christine
is back to being a normal teenager.

:05

47

Dr. Fung

DR. FUNG: “It’s gratifying to see,
especially in a young person because
you can see that she’s enthusiastic,
she wants to get back to living.

T-6
062251
:07

48

Christine on camera

CHRISTINE: “It made me look at life T-3
in a totally different perspective. (cut 34350
:18
to) You don’t usually value your life
as much as others, but after that
happens you figure I’m very lucky to
be alive. You just are more cheerful.
Because you know everything is going
to be alright.”

Bowling

Strike!!

6:33

47

DIP TO BLACK

MUSIC FADES OUT

:05

48

CLOSING BUMP UP:

CLOSING BUMP UP:

:02

49

GRAPHIC:
MONICA ON CAMERA: (Myth #1)
Myth #1
Despite the myths, no patient on the
Celebrities and “the rich” receive waiting list receives preferential

:27

8
preferential treatment.
-dissolve toFALSE
Scroll: For more information call toll
free: 1-866-819-8326

treatment. The computer-operated
system, called UNOS – United Network
for Organ Sharing, makes it impossible
to move up the list for any other reasons
than health related.

Dissolve to:
Children in dialysis lab
Cut to:
The two Chrisman brothers.

Coming up:
While other children dream of a second
chance, two young sons receive the
precious gift of their parent’s kidneys.

Dissolve to:
Running transplant team
Loading plane
Taking off

And later:
The clock is ticking…every second,
every breath counts, the transplant team
goes into action to retrieve a donor lung.

50

FADE OUT

:03

51

CCF COMMERCIAL: OVERALL

:30

52

LIVER PSA

:30

SEGMENT TIME:

8:10

COMMERCIAL BREAK #1

1:00

RUNNING TIME

9:10

FADE UP:
OPEN BUMP

:06

53

COMMERICAL BREAK #1

54

OPEN BUMP

55

Monica on camera in dialysis
unit: or in the unit’s reception
area.
Super:
Monica Robins
WKYC Health Anchor

56

Still pictures of Josh

Picture of prune-belly syndrome
baby.

MONICA ON CAMERA
;16
Normal life. It is something most of us
take for granted until something
happens to you or the ones you love.
A child born with a kidney problem may
never get a chance at normal life accept
for the extraordinary efforts by parents,
physicians and surgeons.
(MONICA’S VOICE)
Josh Chrisman’s life started out
anything but normal. He was born with
no abdominal muscles and urological
complications. It is a condition called
prune-belly syndrome.

:10

9

57

Jamie Chrisman on camera:
Super:
Jamie Chrisman

JAMIE: “First couple of days that he T14
was born were real touch and go, both 071544
his lungs collapsed at birth, because
:20
they were underdeveloped.” (cut to)
“I believe, his left ventrical stopped
pumping, they said probably due to
the stress. I mean systematically,
everything started shutting down.”

58

Stills of Josh

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Josh’s condition stabilized. However,
his kidneys were failing.

59

Dr. Chand on camera:

CHAND: “There are many causes for T-6A
kidney failure and the cause vary
063319
based on the age of the patient, most
:13
often the younger children are born
with abnormalities in the kidneys that
cause them progressive failure over
time.”

Super:
Deepa Chand, M.D.
Pediatric Nephrologist

60

Stills of Josh
Mixed with Dialysis close-ups.

61

Stills of Matt.

:05

(MONICA ON CAMERA)
Josh began dialysis at six months of age.
The dialysis was performed at home and
required Josh to be hooked up to the
machine for 12 hours a day.

:09

A year after Josh was born Jamie and
Dale Chrisman had another son. Matt.
Although it is extremely rare for two
brothers to be born with prune-belly
syndrome, Matt was born with the same
affliction.

:11

62

Still of both brothers together

It was clear that both boys needed new
kidneys. The question was where would
they come from?

:06

63

Dale Chrisman on camera:

DALE: “We knew that one of us
would be giving up a kidney no
matter what. It wasn’t…there wasn’t
never a question of that, that would
cross our minds.”

T-10
074149
:07

Super:
Dale Chrisman
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64

Jamie on camera

JAMIE: “You know we always knew
one of the two of us would donate a
kidney. You know which ever one
was a better match.”

T-13
072000
:07

65

Dr. Chand on camera

CHAND: “You can live a full
healthy, normal life with one kidney
and that’s what allows people to
become donors. So that we can do
more transplants and provide that
gift to those patients who’s kidneys
don’t work any longer.”

T6A
063418
:12

66

Boys walk into the Children’s
rehab hospital.

(MONICA’S VOICE)
The two boys were functioning with the
help of dialysis. But Matt had
complications requiring him to have his
dialysis performed at the Cleveland
Clinic’s Children’s Rehabilitation
Hospital. Where patients like Matt
spend four hours, four days a week
connected to a machine that cleanses
their blood of toxins.

:17

Shots of exam with Dr. Chand.
Dialysis unit shots:

67

Dr. Chand with patient.

- Natural sound -

:03

68

Dr. Chand with patient.
Patients playing games.

Dr. Deepa Chand runs the dialysis unit.
She had the unit constructed to be a
uplifting, stimulating and kid friendly
environment.

:09

69

Dr. Chand on camera
Mixed with shots of unit with
kids having fun, being tutored,
etc.

CHAND: “It is designed to have, to
allow a child to be a child, by
providing the play stations…by
providing the television that provide
pediatric friendly programming…
It’s been a huge asset, it is very
difficult to sit still for three to four
hours, whole on dialysis and not do
anything, by providing the tutoring
support that we provide, by providing
the recreational therapist that we
provide, by providing books at the
bedside…these children can grow and
develop their minds.

T-16
094647
:36
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70

Shots of Jamie and Dale
Mixed with shots of Matt and
Josh.

(MONICA’S VOICE)
When Matt and Josh were ready for
their transplants, their parents went
through vigorous testing. It was
determined that Josh would get his
Mom’s kidney; Matt would get his
Dad’s.

:10

71

Dale on camera

DALE: “You have to give your kids
the best chance that they can get..
And that was the best chance for our
boys. Yeah, if somebody was in my
shoes, I’d advise them to go the same
way. Give your kids a chance.”

T-10
074550
:10

72

Surgery shots with Dr. Goldfarb

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Josh and his Mom were the first to have
surgery. While the family gathered in
the waiting area Dr. Goldfarb performed
the transplant.

:08

73

Fran Benya on camera

GRAM: “All of a sudden they come
out and say, “Guess what…the
kidney’s working…we don’t even
have him closed yet and its producing
urine...and everybody’s “YEAH!!!
We’re all crying and laughing and
phone calling.”

T-10
080956
:14

Super:
Fran Benya
Grandmother

74

Jamie and Josh on camera

JAMIE: What’s in here?
JOSH: Kidney!!!
JAMIE: Who’s kidney?
JOSH: Me…YOURS…
JAMIE: Yeah…

T-14
073258
:09

75

More surgery video

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Seven months after Josh’s transplant,
Matt and his Dad go through the same
procedure.

:06

76

Dale on camera

DALE: “I was very nervous
throughout the whole process, and
once it was once it was done, I was
relieved, and when we found out that
everyone was doing well, I was even

T-10
074435
:12

12
happier.”
77

Dr. Goldfarb on camera:
Super:
David Goldfarb, M.D.
Surgical Director, Renal Transplantation

DR. GOLDFARB: “That’s the pay
off right there, I think it’s a
wonderful thing to, you know, look
what’ve done for this family. It’s
kind of restored the lives of their
children and its very heart warming
thing to do.”

T-20
031801
:13

78

Matt on camera, party…

GROUP: “Happy birthday to you….”

T-10
082813
:05

79

Matt blowing out candles

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Matt recently had a party on his third
birthday, like any other normal kid.

:06

80

Party

-NAT SOUND-

:03

81

Shots of Jamie and Dale at party

And Jamie and Dale feel fine. The
family is back to the same life they
knew before the kidney troubles.

:07

82

Kayla and Jacob on camera
Super:

KAYLA: Same rules.
JACOB: Same everything.
KAYLA: Same stuff we have done
throughout our lives.

T-10
075635
:08

Jacob and Kayla Chrisman

83

Matt in Dialysis unit

MATT: “Look here’s the train…”

:03

84

Matt standing in Dialysis unit

CHAND: “I could not even imagine
going through what the Chrisman’s
have gone through and they are the
most wonderful parents, what I
admire the most about them is that
they treat Matt and Josh just as they
do their other two children.”

T-6A
064512
:18

JAMIE: “To me, when you make a
conscious decision to become a parent
its not something that you think of.
It’s just you will do anything to make
sure any of your kids can have the
best in life. And if that’s what you
need to that’s what you do.”

T-14
072411
:17

Dr. Chand on camera

85

Jamie on camera
Basketball game: Jamie is
coaching…Kayla is playing.
Basket is good!!
Family walks out of gym.

13
5:30
86

DIP TO BLACK

:03

87

CLOSING BUMP UP:

:02

(MONICA ON CAMERA):
Another myth: Religious objections.
Most religions support organ and tissue
donation as a humanitarian act of
giving.

:17

88

Monica on camera:
GRAPHIC:
Myth #2:
My religion forbids me to
donate my organs.
-dissolve toFALSE
Scroll: For more information call toll
free: 1-866-819-8326

Dissolve to:
Tom in ICU
Running transplant team

Coming up:
NAT SOUND (Tom breathing)…

Every second counts.
NAT SOUND (procurement team heads out
the door)

Loading plane
Taking off

We take you through the process of a
lung transplant.

Digital clock on wall.

NAT SOUND (running down hall way)

89

FADE OUT:

FADE OUT:

:03

90

CCF COMMERCIAL

CCF COMMERICAL: HEART

:30

SEGMENT TIME:

6:25

COMMERCIAL BREAK #2

1:00

RUNNING TIME:

16:35

93

COMMERICAL BREAK #2

Timing is everything in saving a life.
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94
95

SEGMENT THREE
TITLE GRAPHIC

SEGMENT THREE
MUSIC

Monica on camera:
Nurses desk of OR area…

How do they do it?
:13
How does a successful transplant
happen?
In a word: Teamwork.
It takes the coordinated effort of a
minimum of 50 trained professionals
to make one organ transplant happen.
And it all starts with a phone call.

Super:
Monica Robins
WKYC-TV Heath Anchor

:06

96

Phone bank operator

LIFEBANC: “Hello Lifebanc,
Cleveland Eye Bank, this is
Jennifer…”

T-0
001717
:04

97

Phone bank sequence

(MONICA’S VOICE)
A hospital calls Lifebanc, Northeast
Ohio’s organ procurement organization.

:05

98

Operator on phone

LIFEBANC: “This patient is on a
ventilator? And this patient currently
has a heart beat?”

T-0
002657
002725

99

Phone bank sequence

(MONICA’S VOICE)
A family has consented to donate the
patient’s organs.

:04

100

Operator on phone

LIFEBANC: “Your calling from
Michigan, it’s a lung offer…okay.”

T-0A

:01
::04

111016
:03

101

Phone bank sequence

The patient’s lungs are offered to the
Cleveland Clinic.

:04

102

Operator on phone

LIFEBANC: “I will have that
coordinator give you a call right back
okay?”

T-0
182000
:03

103

Dr. Mason on camera

MASON: “We get a call, the
transplant coordinator calls the
surgeon. The surgeon has a list of
patients who are potential candidates.
(cut to) We’ve seen these patients, we
know all of our patients very well,

T-19
111557
:19

Super:
David P. Mason, M.D.
Lung Transplant Surgeon

15
Cut to ICU with Tom Wirsham

how sick these patients are and who is
really at the cusp of dying without a
lung transplant and whether or not
they really need a transplant
immediately.

104

Tom on camera

TOM: (coughs…argh…argh…)

T-9
053635
:11

105

Tom on camera

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Tom Wirscham is suffering from
sarcoidosis. He needs a lung transplant
immediately. Right now, he’s at the top
of the list of potential candidates.

:09

105

Tom on camera

TOM: “…Oh…I don’t need to
cough……”

T-9
053715
:08

106

Tom on camera

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Tom is the best match for the lung.
He’s been waiting the longest, the blood
type is the same and the size is just
right.

:07

107

Procurement team member on
phone.

TEAM MEMBER: “Okay who’s my
contact there?”

:02

108

More shots of team on phone

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Another phone call. This time to the
procurement team.

:03

109

Team member hangs up phone

TEAM MEMBER: (on the phone):
“As soon as possible..."(hangs up
phone) MUSIC STARTS

:04

109

Dr. Mason on camera

MASON: “We send a team out, to
evaluate the lung when we think it is
potentially it’s a good lung.”

T-19
111500
:05

110

Cooler is filled with gear

-NAT SOUND-

:02

111

Team heads out the door

(MONICA’S VOICE)
The team of physicians, profusionists
and nurses immediately gather their
supplies.

:05

16

112

The team runs out the door

-NAT SOUND-

:02

113

Team member gets into van…

TEAM MEMBER: (Shutting door to
van): Adios.

:04

114

Police lights,
Car heads down road

(MONICA’S VOICE)
They need to get to the airport as
quickly as possible.

:16

Loading plane…takes off!!

MUSIC...PLANE SOUND...

115

Tom Wirsham on camera:

TOM: “Hopefully this is a take…
good time…, I can breath
again…(whew)…it’s been rough
breathing lately.”

T-9
051232
:12

116

Sharon Wirsham on camera
Next to Tom.
Super:

SHARON: “You knew the day was
going to come when he was gong to
get his lung and…today is the
day…and it is a happy moment for all
of us.”

T-9
051839
:11

Sharon Wirsham
Tom’s wife

117

Team in OR

(MONICA’S VOICE)
The transplant team arrives at the
donor’s hospital and evaluates the donor
organ.
They call back to the Cleveland Clinic.

:07

118

Nurse on phone at nurses station

NURSE (on phone): This is Brook
from the lung transplant team, I’m
calling to let you know the lungs we
have are good...all right. ”

T-7A
071130
:06

119

Nurses at Tom’s bed

(MONICA’S VOICE)
The nurses at Tom’s bedside get the
good news.

:04

120

Nurse on phone

NURSE:
“Okay…okay…alright…thanks…
goodbye.”

T-9
055308
:02

121

Tom, holding his wife’s hand,
starts to cry.

TOM: “Wow, how emotions change
real quick, huh? (cut to)…closer to
crunch time…”

T-9
055437
:08
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122

Nurse at Nurses station on
phone.

NURSE ON PHONE: “Dr. Mason
this is Karen on the line, what time
would you like the patient in OR?

T-7A
071302
:10

DR. MASON ON PHONE: “What
time is it right now?
NURSE ON PHONE: “About 11:30.”
DR. MASON ON PHONE: “Why
don’t you call the patient in 20
minutes.”
123

Tom heads down to OR.
Wife kisses Tom

(MONICA’S VOICE)
20 minutes later, Tom is wheeled into
the surgical center. His wife and son
give him one last hug.

:06

124

Son hugs father

-NAT SOUND-

:05

125

Dr. Mason on camera

MASON: “Optimally we’d like to
have the lungs arriving just as we are
able to (cut to) remove the old lung
and put the new one right in. So
that’s what we figure out for the
timing and calculate the travel time
and calculate roughly how long we
think it will take to get the lungs out.”

T-19
110216
:12

OR shots.

126

Nurse on phone in OR

O.R. NURSE ON PHONE: “They’ve
landed at Burke and they’ll be here in
10 minutes.”

T-7B
000329
:04

127

Dr. Mason operating, stops and
talks to camera.

MASON (in OR): “The lungs are
landing. We’ve done almost all the
dissection. The lung will come out.
As soon as they arrive they will finish
cleaning up the lung and preparing it
to sew in.”

T-7B
000223
:09

(MONICA’S VOICE)
The new lung will be attached to the
airway. Then the artery and vein are
connected. The lung transplant is
successful.

:07

Lung arrives…
Prepping lung
128

New Lung is put into body.
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129

Dr. Mason on camera

Crews working, procurement
people, nurses…etc.

MASON: “I get excited about a
transplant every time I get a phone
call. I have no qualms about
whatever time it is. It is
wonderful…”(cut to)
“…To work with so many talented
and dedicated as well on the
transplant team, who are really
committed to what they do, so those
are the best things to me.”

T-18
011405
:08
:11

130

Tom in recovery with nurse,
blowing into instrument

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Days later, Tom enjoys breathing again.

:03
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Nurse encourages Tom

-NAT SOUND-

:03
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Tom on camera.

TOM: “I can tell a difference taking a
deep breath now…compared to then.
I couldn’t take a deep breath before, I
just couldn’t do it.”

T-17
095513
:08

Super:
Tom Wirsham
133

Sharon on camera

SHARON: “What a difference a day
makes.”

T-18
104657
:03
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Dr. Mason on camera

MASON: “Which is one of the most
amazing things. I think about lung
transplant going from being gasping
for breath, needing oxygen, to being
able to breath normally after an
operation.”

T-19
105909
:10

135

Post-Transplant coordinator
visits Tom.

(MONICA’S VOICE)
For Tom, changing his diet may be the
toughest part of his recovery.

:04

136

Tom and Sharon with Posttransplant coordinator

POST-TRANSPLANT
COORDINATOR: “The challenge for
transplant patients is the change in
lifestyle after the
transplant…transplant patients, you
know, heart, lung, liver, pancreas…it
doesn’t’ matter.”

T-17
101047
:10
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137

Tom breathing into lung capacity (MONICA’S VOICE)
gauge in his home.
Five weeks after the operation, Tom is
on his way back to a way of life that he
Tom walking through his house
almost forgot existed.
But he’ll never forget the unknown
Walking on treadmill
person who saved his life.

:09

138

Tom on camera

TOM: “I don’t even know right now
if I’d want to know who the person
was, maybe down the road maybe I
would, all I know is that he must have
been very healthy…because I got a
good lung…(cries)…I’ve never seen
my oxygen level hit 99 before.”

T-30
093526
:17

139

Sharon on camera

SHARON: “It brings back memories
to the way he use to be when we first
met…years ago…we’re talking
1972…that’s what he’s like.”

T-30
094545
:13
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Tom on treadmill

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Getting back in shape is not easy but
Tom is motivated for one special reason.
His son’s wedding.

:05

141

Tom on camera

TOM: “I can’t wait to be able to
dance at his wedding…(breaks
down)…I would never been able
before.”

T-30
093152
:10

142

Aaron and Cara on camera

AARON: “It’s going to mean a lot to
me, ‘cause he can do his famous
alligator dance. So we can both do it
together…that would be great.”
CARA: I’ve never seen the alligator
dance…I’m not sure I want
to…ha…ha...”

T-30
094118
:15

SHARON: “It’s going to mean a lot
more now that Tom can
breath…Yeah...and he’s alive to see
his son get married. ( cries )

T-30
094806
:14

MUSIC UP FULL:

:02

Super:
Cara DeCarlo

143

Aaron Wirsham

Sharon on camera
Tom and his son hugging

6:31
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DIP TO BLACK:

:03

Monica on camera: In OR
setting or OR background.
Graphic
Myth #3:
If you donate your organs, you
can’t have an open casket
funeral….
-dissolve toFALSE

FADE UP:
MONICA ON CAMERA:
Despite urban myths, the extraction of
donor organs is done in an operating
room by qualified surgeons and nurses.
The appearance of the donor will not be
changed by the procurement of the
organs.

:13

Scroll: For more information call toll
free: 1-866-819-8326

Coming up: Why donate?
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MUSIC UP FULL:

:02

148

DIP TO BLACK:

:03

149

CCF COMMERCIAL: Cancer

:30

150

LIFEBANC PSA

:30

SEGMENT TIME:

7:54

COMMERICIAL BREAK #3

1:00

RUNNING TIME:

25:29

SEGMENT FOUR
TITLE GRAPHIC

SEGMENT FOUR
MUSIC

:06

Monica on camera outdoors in
peaceful setting.
Super:

(MONICA ON CAMERA)
Why donate?
Why not. You can’t take it with you.
And what you leave behind will change
lives while a part of you continues to
live on.

:09

(MONICA’S VOICE)
Barbara Stewart’s life was full of great
memories and great adventures. She
was just shy of her 44th birthday when
she suffered a massive stroke that left
her brain dead. Her family gathered
around her and although they were
grieving for her loss, Barbara’s gift of

:16

151

152
153

COMMERCIAL BREAK #3

Monica Robins
WKYC Health Anchor
--camera tilts skyward--

154

Dissolve to:
Stills of Barbara Stewart

21
organ donation eased the pain. It was a
moving experience.
155

Cindy, Tillie and Joann on
camera
Super:
Cindy Ladelle
Barbara’s sister

CINDY: “We got to spend the day
with her. She looked beautiful, they
had her on a ventilator, so she looked
peaceful.”
TILLIE: “Just as peaceful….”
CINDY: “And we had the whole day
to spend with her.”

T-26
082916
:07

156

Cindy on camera

CINDY: “Knowing that there’s
people out there, families and
extensions, children who’s families
can have another chance at life and
that’s a great feeling.”

T-26
082808
:10

157

Still pictures of Barbara

(MONICA’S VOICE)
As each of Barbara’s organs found a
matched recipient, the family received
the news.

:05

158

Tillie on camera

TILLIE: “I think it’s the most
T-26
beautiful gesture on a person…I think 084049
it’s the answer to the end of your life, :14
that you are giving it to someone else,
if they could use it…it’s beautiful.

Super:
Tillie Stewart
Barbara’s mother
159

Jacintha walks in door and meets (MONICA’S VOICE)
Nicholas, gives him a hug.
You don’t have to wait for the end of
your life to donate an organ. Jacintha
McWorter met her living donor,
Nicholas Bellas, for the first time
months after he gave her his kidney.

:12

160

Dr. Modlin on camera

DR. MODLIN: “It is very important
that we encourage individuals to step
forth to donate kidneys and this is
really a remarkable case where an
individual steps forth and basically
saved the life of somebody he didn’t
even know.”

T-20
033808
:15

JACINTHA: “I was just elated, I
couldn’t believe it was really a person
that would donate to someone they

T-20
032333
:08

Super:
Charles Modlin, M.D.

161

Jacintha on camera
Super:
Jacintha McWorter

22
Kidney recipient
162

Nickolas on camera:
Super:
Nickolas Bellas
Altruistic Kidney Donor

never even met before.”
NICKOLAS: “The chance perhaps to
save somebody or give someone a new
lease on life is…unique opportunity.
It’s a once in a life time chance.””

T-20
032539
:14

163

Lisa Johnson breathing on
machine.

(MONICA’S VOICE)
And there are those waiting….
For a chance to keep living…
Lisa Johnson fights cystic fibrosis and
desperately needs new lungs.

:13

164

Lisa on camera

LISA: “…even though I don’t know
what the outcome will be, I have a
real peace.”

T-11
061202
:11

165

CU of Lisa breathing

(Nat sound of Lisa breathing on
machine.)

:03

166

FADE TO BLACK

:03

167

FADE UP TO GRAPHIC

168

GRAPHIC
www.wkyc.com
Call
866-819-8326

(MONICA'S VOICE):
If you'd like more information log onto
wkyc.com or call 866-819-8326.

:11
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CREDITS
CRAWL:

MUSIC/CREDITS

:20

FADE TO BLACK

:05

SEGMENT TIME:

3:02

RUNNING TIME:

28:26

For more information: LOG ONTO
WKYC.COM…or call toll free 866-819-8326
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FADE TO BLACK

